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B2 California’s New Cell Phone Guidelines LIU005 
 

Choose the best option for each blank. 

 

California's Department of Health has published new  

(1) ________________________  on how to handle cell phones. It warns that radiation (2) 

____________________ from cell phones can be harmful but (3) ____________________ that cell 

phones are dangerous. 

 

Health authorities in California (4) __________________ a few measures cell phone users 

should take. (5) _________________ sleeping, you should keep your phone at least an arm's  

(6) ___________________ away from your body.  You should also avoid (7) ___________________ 

your cell phone in your pocket. They also recommend only using cell phones when 

reception is strong. 

 

Some doctors (8) __________________ that carrying cell phones close to your body could  

(9) ____________________ the risk of getting brain tumours , cancer and becoming infertile. It 

may also lead to headaches, hearing problems and a loss (10) _____________ memory. On 

the other hand, there are many health experts who say that the risks cell phone usage  

(11) _____________________ are not proven. 

 

Cell phones emit radiation in form of low-energy radio waves when they (12) ______________ 

and send signals from cell towers.  The frequencies that cell phones use (13) _______________ 

linked to various illnesses. 

 

The new cell phone guidelines (14) ____________________ since 2009 but not been published. 

(15) ________________, a Berkeley professor won a lawsuit against the Department of Health 

to release the guidelines to the public and push for more action. 
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1 courses outlines controls guidelines 

2 emitted broadcast sent absorbed 

3 had said does not say has not been said isn’t said 

4 suggest advise submit remind 

5 Through During Over When 

6 length size piece stretch 

7 to have kept to keeping keeping to keep 

8 agree decide accept approve 

9 rise grow improve increase 

10 in to of for 

11 do present presented have presented present 

12 deliver collect receive accept 

13 could be should be will be need to be 

14 would exist existed have existed exist 

15 Freshly Recently Just Currently 
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KEY 

 

California's Department of Health has published new (1) guidelines on how to handle cell 

phones. It warns that radiation (2) emitted from cell phones can be harmful but (3) does 

not say that cell phones are dangerous. 

 

Health authorities in California (4) suggest a few measures cell phone users should take. 

(5) When sleeping, you should keep your phone at least an arm's (6) length away from 

your body.  You should also avoid (7) keeping your cell phone in your pocket. They also 

recommend only using cell phones when reception is strong. 

 

Some doctors (8) agree that carrying cell phones close to your body could (9) increase the 

risk of getting brain tumours , cancer and becoming infertile. It may also lead to headaches, 

hearing problems and a loss (10) of memory. On the other hand, there are many health 

experts who say that the risks cell phone usage (11) present are not proven. 

 

Cell phones emit radiation in the form of low-energy radio waves when they (12) receive 

and send signals from cell towers.  The frequencies that cell phones use (13) could be 

linked to various illnesses. 

 

The new cell phone guidelines (14) have existed since 2009 but not been published. (15) 

Recently, a Berkeley professor won a lawsuit against the Department of Health to release 

the guidelines to the public and push for more action. 

 

  


